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Three new complexes derived from the reaction of the 2-pyridylcyanoxime ligand (pyC{CN}NOH) with 30 
several non-carboxylate nickel salts have been structural and magnetically characterized.Thecompounds 31 
with the formula [Ni3(MeOH)2- (CF3COO)(OH)(pyC{CN}NO)4] (1), [NaNi(tfacac)3]n (2; tfacac = 32 
1,1,1-trifluoroacetylacetone), [Ni5(H2O)2(N3)2(pyC{CN}NO)8] (3), and 33 
[Ni3(pyC{CN}NO)5(pyC{CN}NOH)](BF4) (4) exhibit unusual topologies with a triangular {Ni3(μ3-34 
OH)-(pyC{R’}NO)3}2+ core for 1, vertex-shared triangles with a {Ni5(μ1,1-N3)2(pyC{CN}NO)6}2+ 35 
core for 3, and a {Ni3(pyC CN}NO)4}2+ core for 4. Direct-current (DC) magnetic measurements 36 
performed in the 2–300 K temperature range reveal antiferromagnetic interactions induced by the μ3-37 
OR or oximato superexchange pathways and ferromagnetic interactions promoted by the azido bridges, 38 
thereby resulting in ground states S = 0, 3, and 1 for 1, 3, and 4, respectively. Supramolecular lone-pair–39 
π-ring interactions are reported for the first time for the pyC{CN}NO– ligand and its importance in the 40 
crystal packing is discussed. 41 





Employing the 2-pyridyloximate family of ligands in 3D cluster chemistry has been widely studied over 45 
the last decade[1] owing to its ability to generate clusters of interest in a variety of research fields such 46 
as bioinorganic modelization, 2] catalysis,[3] design of selective receptors,[4] or molecular magnetism, 47 
often in the search for single-molecule magnet (SMM) response.[5] 48 
The 2-pyridyloximate family of ligands (formed by 2-pyridylaldoxime or its methyl, phenyl, or pyridyl 49 
ketoxime derivatives) has a rich nickel chemistry that exhibits a large variety of topologies[6] and 50 
medium-large nuclearities up to Ni14.[7] Among them, the 2-pyridylcyanoxime ligand 51 
[(pyC{CN}NOH), Scheme 1] possesses unique properties owing to the cyano substituent on the vicinal 52 
C atom to the oximate function: the cyano group induces larger acidity of the oxime (3–5 units of pKa 53 
with respect to ligands with other alkyl or aromatic substituents),[1] and this proved to be the only 2-54 
pyridyloximate prone to generate μ3-OR triangular derivatives in isolated or edge-/vertex-sharing 55 
triangles.[6f,6g,7i,8] Our previous work on this ligand was devoted to the preparation of a series of 56 
triangular-based complexes to provide magnetostructural correlations that can be useful to rationalize 57 
the response of larger aggregates.[8] 58 
In the search for new derivatives of the pyC{CN}NOH ligand, we have explored the response of the 59 
ligand in noncarboxylate chemistry by employing two kinds of nickel sources as starting reagents: 60 
hexafluoro- and trifluoroacetylacetonate nickel complexes (hfacac and tfacac, respectively) and non-61 
coordinating counteranions such as perchlorate or tetrafluoroborate. In this work we report the 62 
syntheses, structural characterization, and magnetic study of 63 
[Ni3(MeOH)2(CF3COO)(OH)(pyC{CN}NO)4] (1), [NaNi(tfacac)3]n (2), 64 
[Ni5(H2O)2(N3)2(pyC{CN}NO)8] (3), and [Ni3(pyC{CN}NO)5(pyC{CN}NOH)](BF4) (4) complexes. 65 
In light of the resulting complexes, it is worth noting that the most convenient starting salts were those 66 
that contained inorganic anions when generating compounds 3 and 4. In contrast, solvolysis of hfacac 67 
decomposes the ligand to trifluoroacetate, and when starting from the [Ni-(tfacac)2] complex, 68 
coordination of the oximato ligand was not achieved. Analysis of the structural data pointed to the ability 69 
of the cyano group of the pyC{CN}NO– ligand to establish strong intermolecular lone-pair–aromatic-70 
ring interactions, which have a relevant structural role in the crystal packing. Susceptibility 71 
measurements show moderately strong antiferromagnetic coupling for 1 and 4 and a ferromagnetic 72 
response for 3. Complex 1 is a new example of a μ3-OH centered triangle, and its coupling parameters 73 
and S = 0 ground state have been correlated with related systems recently reported by us,[8] whereas 3 74 
and 4 are tri- and pentanuclear derivatives with unusual topologies and spin ground states of S = 1 and 75 
S = 3, respectively. 76 
  77 
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Results and discussion 78 
 79 
Structural Description 80 
 81 
[Ni3(MeOH)2(CF3COO)(OH)(pyC{CN}NO)4]·2.5MeOH (1·2.5MeOH) 82 
A view of the molecular structure and the labeled core of complex 1 is illustrated in Figure 1. Selected 83 
interatomic distances and angles are listed in Table 1. The core of this compound consists of a nearly 84 
isosceles arrangement of three NiII cations joined by one μ3-OH ligand with the O atom placed 0.606(2) 85 
Å out of the Ni3 plane. Two sides of the triangle are defined by single oximato bridges that link Ni(2) 86 
with Ni(1) and Ni(3), whereas the third side between Ni(1) and Ni(3) is defined by one oximato and one 87 
syn–syn carboxylato bridge. As a consequence of the different kind of bridges, the Ni(1)···Ni(3) distance 88 
and Ni(1)–O–Ni(3) bond angles are shorter than Ni(2)···Ni(1,3) distances and Ni(2)–O–Ni(1,3) angles, 89 
respectively (Table 1). 90 
Ni(2) links two pyC{CN}NO– ligands (coordinated by their two N atoms), one O-oximato donor, and 91 
the central μ3-OH group with a NiN4O2 environment. Ni(1) and Ni(3) are coordinated by one 92 
pyC{CN}NO– ligand (bonded through their two N atoms), the central μ3-OH group, one O-oximato 93 
donor, one O-carboxylate atom, and one methanol molecule, thereby resulting in a NiN2O4 94 
environment. Three bridging oximato ligands are coordinated in its 2.111 mode, whereas the fourth 95 
pyC{CN}NO– is bonded to Ni(2) in its 1.011 coordination mode. 96 
The methanol molecules are involved in a wide set of intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds (Figure 97 
1). One of the methanol molecules coordinated to Ni(1) establishes a strong intramolecular hydrogen 98 
bond with the deprotonated O atom of the nonbridging pyC{CN}NO– ligand, whereas the lattice 99 
methanol molecules generate strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds that involve the μ3-OH group and 100 
the MeOH molecule coordinated to Ni(3), thereby resulting in a 1D arrangement of trimers along the a 101 
direction of the cell. Other intermolecular interactions (π–π and π–lone pair) will be discussed in a 102 
separate section. 103 
 104 
[NaNi(tfacac)3]n (2) 105 
A labeled plot and selected interatomic distances and angles are reported in Figure 2 and Table 2, 106 
respectively. The structure consists of chains of sodium cations coordinated by means of the O donors 107 
of {Ni(tfacac)3}– units. Repetition of this motif generates a one-dimensional system in which the Na+ 108 
and Ni2+ cations alternate along the chain. The three tfacac– ligands act as chelating ligands on the 109 
nickel ion and as bridging ligands with the two neighbor sodium cations, thus exhibiting its 3.22 110 
coordination mode. The chains are packed in layers along the bc diagonals of the cell with a 53.4° angle 111 
between them (Figure 2). Relevant interchain interactions are not present. 112 
 113 
[Ni5(H2O)2(N3)2(pyC{CN}NO)8]·2CH2Cl2 (3·2CH2Cl2) 114 
A labeled plot and selected interatomic distances and angles for 3 are reported in Figure 3 and Table 3, 115 
respectively. The centrosymmetric structure of 3 consists of two vertex-sharing triangles [Ni(1,2,3) and 116 
symmetry-related Ni(1,2’,3’)] held together by six oximato and two azido bridges. 117 
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The pyC{CN}NO– ligands exhibit three different coordination modes. Four of them are linked in the 118 
2.111 mode by linking Ni(1) with Ni(2,3), two pyC{CN}NO– ligands link the three nickel atoms by 119 
means of its 3.211 mode, and the two remaining pyC{CN}NO– ligands are coordinated only by their N 120 
atoms (1.011 mode). Ni–O–N–Ni torsión angles are low except for Ni(2)–N(8)–O(3)–Ni(3), which 121 
shows a value of 104.2(1)°, and therefore the Ni(2)···Ni(3) direction defines the larger side of the 122 
triangle (Table 3). Ni(1) and Ni(2) are linked by one additional μ1,1-azido bridge, and the coordination 123 
sites of Ni(3) are fulfilled with two water molecules, thereby resulting in an NiN5O environment for 124 
Ni(1,2) and NiO6 for Ni(3). 125 
The water molecules coordinated to the central Ni(3) cation generate a set of intramolecular hydrogen 126 
bonds with the deprotonated 1.011 pyC{CN}NO– ligands and the N(15) atom of the azide ligands. 127 
Intermolecular π–π and π–lone-pair interactions will be discussed in a separate section. 128 
 129 
[Ni3(pyC{CN}NO)5(pyC{CN}NOH)](BF4)·2CH2Cl2(4·2CH2Cl2) 130 
A labeled plot of 4 is depicted in Figure 4, and selected interatomic distances and angles are listed in 131 
Table 4. The anionic triangular unit of 4 is formed by three NiII cations linked by six oximato bridges 132 
in a nearly isosceles arrangement. Each nickel cation links two pyC{CN}NO– ligands (coordinated by 133 
their two N atoms) and two O atoms from two bridging oximato groups, thereby resulting in an NiN4O2 134 
environment for all of them. As in compound 1, two sides of the triangle are defined by two 2.111 135 
pyC{CN}NO– ligands; but in contrast, the third side is defined by two 3.211 pyC{CN}NO– ligands in 136 
this case. As a consequence, Ni(2) is linked to Ni(1) and Ni(3) by means of a triple bridge (two oximates 137 
and one O donor), whereas Ni(1) and Ni(3) are linked by a double oximato bridge. The Ni(1)···Ni(3) 138 
side of the triangle exhibits the larger Ni···Ni distance as a consequence of the large Ni–N–O–Ni torsion 139 
angles between Ni(1)/Ni(3) (Table 4). The two remaining oximate ligands are coordinated to Ni(1) and 140 
Ni(3) in its 1.011 mode, but only one is deprotonated, thus forming a very strong intramolecular 141 
hydrogen bond between them. Intermolecular π–π and π–lone-pair interactions will be discussed in the 142 
next section. 143 
 144 
Intramolecular Interactions 145 
The importance of noncovalent interactions, mainly π–π stacking, has been widely recognized in 146 
biological systems, as it plays an essential role in protein folding or the stabilization of the DNA 147 
structure.[10] Electron-deficient aromatic π systems can also interact with anions, and their relevance 148 
has also been recognized in biological structures; as a consequence, this kind of supramolecular 149 
interaction has received considerable attention.[11] More recently, in addition to the anion–π 150 
interactions, lone-pair–π interactions between neutral molecules and aromatic rings have been 151 
demonstrated by both experimental and ab initio calculations.[12] These weak forces play a relevant role 152 
in crystal engineering because they often determine the crystal packing of the molecules. The pyridinic 153 
ring of the pyC{CN}NO– ligand is an electron-deficient aromatic ring, and complexes 1, 3, and 4 154 
provide nice examples of a variety of intermolecular π interactions that will be described in detail in this 155 
section. 156 
The main intermolecular interaction present in complex 1 consists of hydrogen bonds that involve 157 
solvate methanol molecules that determine the 1D arrangement along the a direction as was described 158 
above (Figure 1). However, analysis of the relative position of the pyC{CN}NO– ligands reveals 159 
additional intermolecular head-to-tail interactions between pairs of pyC{CN}NO– ligands: the 160 
deprotonated pyC{CN}NO– ligand coordinated to Ni(2) is placed parallel to the equivalent ligand of a 161 
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neighboring triangle with a distance between the N(11) nitrile atom and the centroid of the pyridinic 162 
ring of only 3.217 Å, thus generating pairs of dimers (Figure 5). 163 
This pairs of dimers interact by means of conventional π–π contacts between the rings coordinated to 164 
Ni(3), with a distance of 3.291 Å between the rings (distance between centroids 3.725 Å), thus 165 
determining a zigzag 1D arrangement perpendicular to the a axis hydrogen-bond direction (Figure 6). 166 
The pentanuclear compound 3 exhibits the same kind of head-to-tail interactions between pairs of 167 
equivalent ligands as compound 1. One of the pyC{CN}NO– ligands coordinated to Ni(1) establishes a 168 
contact with the neighboring molecule with a distance between the N(19) nitrile atom and the centroid 169 
of the pyridinic ring of 3.331 Å. This is the main intermolecular interaction for 3 and determines the 170 
supramolecular 1D arrangement of pentamers (Figure 5). The remaining pyridinic rings show several 171 
conventional π–π contacts that are directed roughly perpendicular to the chain that define the molecular 172 
packing in the crystal. 173 
Compound 4 also shows one N(19) nitrile interaction with one pyridinic ring of the neighboring 174 
molecule with a distance of 3.484 Å to the centroid, which gives pairs of trimers (Figure 5). The 175 
tridimensional arrangement of these pairs of trimers in the crystal is directed by π–π interactions and 176 
one C–H/π-ring interaction with an H–centroid distance of 2.656 Å (Figure 7). Interestingly, the 177 
dichloromethane solvate molecules also interact with one of the pyridinic rings with distances Cl(1)–178 
centroid of 3.913 Å and Cl(3)–centroid of 3.496 Å (Figure 7). 179 
 180 
Magnetic Measurements and Modelization 181 
The 1D compound 2 shows a practically constant χMT product between 300 and 6 K (around 1.27 182 
cm3mol–1K) and only at very low temperature does it decrease to 1.06 cm3mol–1K. This response 183 
corresponds to non-interacting Ni2+ cations and it will not be discussed further. The temperature 184 
dependences of the χMT product for compounds 1, 3, and 4 are plotted in Figure 8. 185 
Product of χMT for the triangular compounds 1 and 4 show values at room temperature (2.96 and 3.28 186 
cm3mol–1K, respectively) close to the expected for three isolated NiII cations. On cooling, the χMT value 187 
decreases continuously and tends toward zero for 1 (χM maximum at 15 K) and to 1.05 cm3mol–1K for 188 
4. The magnetic behavior at low temperature is different but overall the plots evidence antiferromagnetic 189 
interactions for both compounds. Pentanuclear complex 3 shows a room-temperature value of the χMT 190 
product of 5.43 cm3mol–1K, slightly higher than the expected value for five isolated S = 1 centers. On 191 
cooling, χMT decreases to a minimum of 4.18 cm3mol–1K at 35 K. Below this temperature χMT 192 
increases to a maximum value of 4.84 cm3mol–1K at 5K, thus suggesting a ferrimagnetic response. 193 
In light of the structural parameters and the topology of the complexes, the magnetic properties were 194 
modeled according to the coupling schemes shown in Scheme 2.  195 
The fit of the experimental data was made using the PHI program.[13] On the basis of the roughly 196 
isosceles core of compounds 1 and 4, the two-J model schematized in Scheme 2 was assumed by 197 
applying the derived Hamiltonian [Equation (1)]. 198 
 199 




The best fit parameters were J1 = –41.0 cm–1, J2 = –29.8 cm–1, g = 2.24, and R = 1.8x10–5 [R = (χMTexp 202 
–χMTcalcd.)2/(χMTexp.)2] for 1 and J1 = –26.8 cm–1, J2 = 2.0 cm–1, g = 2.21, and R = 4.2x10–5 for 4. 203 
The experimental data for compound 3 were fitted by applying the three-J Hamiltonian [Equation (2)]. 204 
 205 
H = –J1(S1·S2 + S1’·S2’) – J2(S1·S3 + S1’·S3) – J3(S2·S3 + S2’·S3)  (2) 206 
 207 
and the best fit parameters were: J1 = 10.8 cm–1, J2 = –39.2 cm–1, J3 = 6.0 cm–1, g = 2.15, and R = 208 
1.1x10–5. 209 
Magnetization at 2 K for 1 reaches negligible values, whereas for 3 and 4 the magnetization tends to 210 
quasi-saturated values equivalent to 5.2 and 2.0 electrons under the maximum external field of 5 T, 211 
which is in good agreement with the proposed ground states of S = 0, S = 3, and S = 1, respectively 212 
(Figure 8). Fitting of the magnetization data (at 2 K) gives J1 = 9.6 cm–1, J2 = –41.6 cm–1,  J3 = 213 
6.0 cm–1, Dion = 5.1 cm–1, g = 2.10, and R = 3.3x10–4 for 3 and J1 = –25.6 cm–1, J2 = 2.0 cm–1, Dion = 214 
3.2 cm–1, g = 2.21, and R = 4.2x10–5 for 4, which is in excellent agreement with the susceptibility data. 215 
The different ground state found for complexes 1 (S = 0) and 4 (S = 1) arises from their different J1/J2 216 
ratio.[14] For an antiferromagnetically coupled triangle with three local S = 1 spins, there are competitive 217 
interactions or even spin frustration for the case J1/J2 = 0.5 or 2.0. For ratios lower than 0.5 or larger 218 
than 2.0, the ground state should be S = 1, but for ratios between 0.5 and 2.0 the ground state becomes 219 
S = 0 with a maximum stabilization for the ratio 1.0 220 
(J1 = J2, equilateral triangle). The J1/J2 ratio is 0.73 (S = 0) for 1 and –0.07 (S = 1) for complex 4, which 221 
leads to well-defined and isolated ground states as was observed experimentally. 222 
The coupling constants calculated for compound 1 follow the correlation proposed on the basis of DFT 223 
calculations[8a] between the magnitude of the antiferromagnetic response and the Ni–O–Ni bond 224 
angles, which correlates the weaker interaction to the lower bond angle (–29.8 cm–1/106.0°) and the 225 
stronger interaction to the larger angles (–41.0 cm–1/114.0–114.9°). The sign and magnitude of the 226 
superexchange interactions for the pentanuclear compound 3 also follow the expected general trends: 227 
ferromagnetic interaction[15] for the oximato/μ1,1-N3 bridges between Ni(1) and Ni(2) and a moderate 228 
antiferromagnetic interaction mediated by oximato or oximato/oxo bridges that involves Ni(3). The 229 
obtained values are in good agreement with those reported for the only comparable system, [Ni5(3-Cl-230 
BzO)4(6-mepao)4(6-mepaoH)2(N3)2], which was reported by us when employing the 6-methylpyridine-231 
2-carbaldehyde oxime ligand (6-mepaoH).[6e] 232 
In contrast, comparison of the magnetic response of the triangular topology of compound 4 with the 233 
available bibliographic data becomes surprising because no apparent correlation can be proposed. The 234 
main magneto-structural parameters for the reported complexes with the core shown in Scheme 3 are 235 
summarized in Table 5. 236 
From Table 5 we can see that the general rule that postulates lower antiferromagnetic interactions for 237 
large Ni–N–O–Ni torsion angles[17] is followed for all compounds (–J1 > –J2). However, in light of the 238 
very similar values for the four reported compounds that exhibit this topology, all of the data are 239 
inconsistent. In fact, the Ni–O–Ni bond angles are practically identical and the minor changes in the τ1 240 
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torsion cannot justify the large variation in J1, and the large range of J2 for very similar τ2 torsions is 241 
surprising. Data collected in Table 5 suggest an unreliable fit of the coupling constants, but 242 
magnetization experiments reported in this work confirm a thoroughly isolated S = 1 ground state (J1/J2 243 
ratio of –0.07) for 4 and S = 0 ground state for BURSOX[16a] with a J1/J2 ratio of 0.60, thus offering 244 
independent proof of the correct procedure in the susceptibility fitting process. The reason could be 245 
attributable to electronic effects promoted by the different oximate ligands, but with the small amount 246 
of experimental data it is speculative and additional compounds with this topology will be needed to 247 
justify the apparently inconsistent J values 248 





The 2-pyridylcyanoxime ligand has provided three new NiII systems with different topologies. From 252 
the synthetic point of view, it was observed that acetylacetonate NiII complexes easily decompose or 253 
displace the oximate ligand, as they are inadequate as starting reagents in contrast to inorganic salts or 254 
nickel carboxylates. Analysis of the magnetic data confirms the previously proposed antiferromagnetic 255 
interactions and their dependence of the Ni–O–Ni or Ni–N–O–Ni bond or torsion angles. Unprecedented 256 
lonepair–π-ring interactions between the cyano groups and the pyridinic rings have been identified and 257 
their influence in the crystal packing has been analyzed. 258 
 259 
  260 
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Experimental Section 261 
 262 
General: 2-Pyridylacetonitrile and nickel acetate were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich Inc. and used 263 
without further purification. The pyC{CN}NOH ligand was prepared according to the improved[7i] 264 
method reported in the literature.[18] Samples for analyses were gently dried to remove volatile 265 
solvents. The yield for 1–4 was around 30% as a well-formed crystalline product, which was 266 
employed in the instrumental measures. Further powder fractions were discarded. 267 
[Ni3(MeOH)2(CF3COO)(OH)(pyC{CN}NO)4]·2.5MeOH (1· 2.5MeOH): 2-Pyridylcyanoxime 268 
(0.073 g, 0.5 mmol) was dissolved in MeOH (20 mL) together with Ni(hfacac)2·H2O (0.472 g, 1 269 
mmol) and NEt3 (0.101 g, 1.0 mmol). The solution was stirred for one hour, then filtered and left to 270 
crystallize in a closed vial. After one week, crystals adequate for X-ray determination were collected. 271 
As has often been observed, basic solvolysis of the hfacac ligands followed by a retro-Claisen 272 
condensation provides the trifluoroacetato ligand present in 1.[19] C32H25F3N12Ni3O9 (954.69): calcd. 273 
C 40.25, H 2.64, N 17.61; found C 39.2, H 2.7, N 17.5. Relevant IR bands: ν˜ = 3456 (br), 2223 (w), 274 
1650 (s), 1602 (m), 1464 (s), 1430 (m), 1303 (w), 1257 (s), 1201 (m), 1150 (s), 1109 (w), 1039 (w), 275 
781 (w), 712 (w), 672 (w) cm–1. 276 
[NaNi(tfacac)3]n (2): 2-Pyridylcyanoxime (0.147 g, 1.0 mmol) was dissolved in MeOH (30 mL) 277 
together with Ni(tfacac)2·H2O (0.362 g, 1 mmol), NaN3 (0.130 g, 2 mmol), and NEt3 (0.202 g, 2.0 278 
mmol). The solution was stirred for one hour, then filtered and left to crystallize in a closed vial. In a 279 
few days, well-formed blue crystals were collected. Further evaporation of the resulting brown 280 
solution did not give any characterizable compound that contained the oximate ligand. 281 
C15H12F9NaNiiO6 (540.95): C 33.31, H 2.24; found C 33.6, H 2.1. Relevant IR bands: ν˜ = 1623 (s), 282 
1477 (m), 1287 (s), 1134 (m), 861 (w), 578 (w) cm–1. 283 
[Ni5(H2O)2(N3)2(pyC{CN}NO)8]·2CH2Cl2 (3·2CH2Cl2): Reaction of Ni(ClO4)·6H2O (0.360 g, 1 284 
mmol) with 2-pyridylcyanoxime (0.073 g, 0.5 mmol), NaN3 (0.065 g, 1 mmol), and Et3N (0.101 g, 1 285 
mmol) in dichloromethane (30 mL) gave a dark precipitate after stirring for 1 h. The precipitate was 286 
dissolved in hot dichloromethane and the solution was layered with diethyl ether to give wellformed 287 
crystals of compound 3. C56H36N30Ni5O10 (1582.55): calcd. C 42.50, H 2.29, N 26.55; found C 41.8, 288 
H 2.4, N 25.9. Relevant IR bands: ν˜ = 3427 (br), 2217 (w), 2066 (s), 1602 (s), 1463 (s), 1218 (s), 289 
1106 (m), 1029 (s), 777 (m), 707 (m) cm–1.  290 
[Ni3(pyC{CN}NO)5(pyC{CN}NOH)](BF4)·2CH2Cl2 (4·2CH2Cl2): Performing the above reaction 291 
starting from Ni(BF4)·6H2O (0.280 g, 1 mmol) instead of Ni(ClO4)·6H2O by slow evaporation also 292 
yielded a first crystallization of compound 2. By monitoring the successive crops of crystals by IR 293 
spectroscopy (until complete extinction of the azide band), well-formed crystals of complex 4 could be 294 
collected. C42H25BF4N10Ni3O6 (1140.65): calcd. C 44.22, H 2.21, N 22.10; found C 43.2, H 2.4, N 295 
21.5. Relevant IR bands: ν˜ = 3429 (br), 3072 (w), 2231 (w), 1602 (s), 1438 (m), 1228 (m), 1140 (m), 296 
1109 (m), 1062 (s), 1026 (s), 1000 (w), 1036 (m), 777 (s), 743 (m), 707 (s) cm–1. 297 
 298 
Physical Measurements: Magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out on polycrystalline 299 
samples with a Quantum Design MPMS-5 SQUID susceptometer working in the range 2–300 K under 300 
magnetic fields of 0.3 T (300–30 K) and 0.03 T (30–2 K) to avoid saturation effects. Diamagnetic 301 
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corrections were estimated from Pascal tables. Infrared spectra (4000–400 cm–1) were recorded from 302 
KBr pellets with a Bruker IFS-125 FTIR spectrophotometer. 303 
Single-Crystal X-ray Structure Analyses: Details of crystal data, data collection, and refinement are 304 
given in Table 6. X-ray data were collected with a Bruker APEX-II CCD diffractometer with a 305 
graphite monochromator for 1 and a D8 Venture system equipped with a multilayer monochromator 306 
and a Mo microfocus for 2, 3, and 4. The structure of 1 was solved by direct methods by using the 307 
SHELXS computer program[20] and refined by the full-matrix least-squares method with the 308 
SHELX97 computer program;[21] 27 hydrogen atoms were located from a difference synthesis and 309 
refined with an overall isotropic temperature factor, and six hydrogen atoms were computed and 310 
refined using a riding model with an isotropic temperature factor equal to 1.2 times the equivalent 311 
temperature factor of the atoms that are linked. The structures of compounds 2–4 were solved and 312 
refined using the Bruker SHELXTL software package and refined using SHELXL.[22] Three C atoms 313 
of one pyridinic ring (C9/C9´, C10/C10´, C11/C11´) and N19/N19´ of compound 3 were disordered 314 
with occupancy factors of 0.5. CCDC-1005347 (for 1), -1005348 (for 2), -1005349 (for 3), and -315 
1005350 (for 4) contain the supplementary crystallographic data for this paper. These data can be 316 
obtained free of charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via 317 
www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif. 318 
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Legends to figures  395 
 396 
Scheme 1. 2-Pyridylcyanoxime ligand and coordination modes found in 1–4 (in Harris notation[9]) for 397 
the deprotonated pyC{CN}NO– ligand. 398 
 399 
Figure 1. Top left: Molecular structure of compound 1. Top right: Labeled core of 1 showing the 400 
intramolecular hydrogen bond between the nonbridging oximate and the coordinated methanol 401 
molecule. Bottom: plot of the intermolecular hydrogen bonds involving the solvent molecules. 402 
Hydrogen bonds are shown as red dashed lines.. 403 
 404 
Figure 2. Left: Labeled asymmetric unit of compound 2. Right: Packing of the chains showing the layers 405 
of chains in two directions. 406 
 407 
Figure 3. Top: Molecular structure of compound 3. Bottom: Labeled core of 3. Hydrogen bonds between 408 
the nonbridging oximate, azido ligands, and the coordinated water molecules are shown as red dashed 409 
lines. 410 
 411 
Figure 4. Left: Molecular structure of compound 4. Right: Labeled core of 4. Hydrogen bond between 412 
the two nonbridging oximes is shown as a red dashed line. 413 
 414 
Figure 5. Plot of the π-ring contacts between pyC{CN}NO– ligands for 1 (top left), 3 (bottom), and 4 415 
(top right). The distances between the N atoms of the nitrile functions and the centroid of the pyridinic 416 
rings are plotted as red dashed lines. 417 
 418 
Figure 6. Arrangement of the trimeric molecules of 1 by hydrogen bonds and π–π/lone-pair–π 419 
interactions along perpendicular directions. 420 
 421 
Figure 7. Left: Plot of the intermolecular π–π and C–H/π-ring interaction between pyC{CN}NO– 422 
ligands in compound 4. Right: Cl–π-ring interaction of the dichloromethane solvent with the pyridinic 423 
ligands. 424 
 425 
Figure 8. Left: Product of χMT versus T for compounds 1 (diamonds), 3 (circles), and 4 (squares). 426 
Right: Magnetization plot at 2 K for compounds 3 (circles) and 4 (squares). Solid lines show the best 427 
obtained fits. 428 
 429 




Scheme 3. Core of the topology exhibited by 4. Ni–O–Ni (α) bond angles and Ni–N–O–Ni (τ) torsion 432 
angles are summarized in Table 5. 433 
 434 
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Table 5. Magneto-structural parameters for the reported compounds with the core plotted in Scheme 459 
3. The complexes from the literature[16] are named according to their CCDC codes. Bond and torsion 460 
angles were taken as average values. 461 
 462 
 463 
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Table 6. Crystal data, data collection and structure refinement details for the X-ray structure 465 
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Scheme 3. 527 
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